Grades 4-8

Can you find all of these answers in the Discovery Center?
Manu
Prakash
invented a
microscope
made out of what material?

Who am I? Where do I
live?

How many cases of Polio
were in India in 2011?

Which partner is working to
develop a vaccine for
malaria?

Which disease is
responsible for the most
deaths each year? .

What is the deadliest
animal in the world?

What skill does Josh use to
help people in his
community? (watch the
video at Make a Plan)

How many people in the
world don’t have a safe and
clean place to go to the
bathroom?

How many times to the
space needle and back
might you have to carry
these buckets to go 3
miles?

Enter what Your
Foundation would do and
write your idea here.

At the Gates Foundation,
we believe every person
deserves the chance to live
a

Do the
“Find Your Challenge”
activity. What does it say
your top skill is?

“____________________”

“____________________”
life!

Where in the world is one
of our regional offices?

Welcome Gallery

How many total grants
have we given?

What #hashtag did Marley
Dias start?

Special Exhibit

Our Work
Ramp

Using the Timeline, find
the year this happened.

Get Involved

ANSWER KEY

Grades 4-8

Can you find all of these answers in the Discovery Center?
Manu
Prakash
invented a
microscope
made out of what material?

Who am I? Where do I
live?

How many cases of Polio
were in India in 2011?

Which partner is working to
develop a vaccine for
malaria?

ONE (1)

PAPER
WILLIAM, DENVER, CO
PATH

How many people in the
world don’t have a safe and
clean place to go to the
bathroom?

What is the deadliest
animal in the world?

What skill does Josh use to
help people in his
community? (watch the
video at Make a Plan)

MOSQUITO

HAIR CUTTING

Enter what Your
Foundation would do and
write your idea here.

At the Gates Foundation,
we believe every person
deserves the chance to live
a

Do the
“Find Your Challenge”
activity. What does it say
your top skill is?

VARIES

HEALTHY and
PRODUCTIVE
life!

VARIES (logic, organizing,
building, teaching,
persuasion, artistic
expxression)

Where in the world is one
of our regional offices?

How many total grants
have we given?

What #hashtag did Marley
Dias start?

Using the Timeline, find
the year this happened.

VARIES (London,
Washingon DC, Beijing,
New Delhi, Patna, Abuja,
Addis Ababa, Johannesburg)

Answer changes monthly.
Push the home screen, and
look in the top left.

Which disease is
responsible for the most
deaths each year? .
PNEUMONIA

How many times to the
space needle and back
might you have to carry
these buckets to go 3
miles?

2.3-2.5 BILLION

18

#1000BlackGirlBooks
2009

Welcome Gallery

Special Exhibit

Our Work
Ramp

Get Involved

